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by Sandy McFarland Taylor ’58, Class Co-President

Our Class Co-President, Jim Moody, has many talents and gifts: One talent is
dreaming up new ways for the Class of ’58 to get together and have fun, and
his matching gift is making the arrangements for such get-togethers
successful. Case in point: our class “mini-reunions.” We had one in
Washington, DC, in 2011, another in Providence in the fall of 2014 when
Brown celebrated its 250th anniversary, and one very recently: this past
October 21–23.
Why have a mini-reunion at
all? Because five years is a
long time to go between
official reunions. We’re fond
of our classmates and enjoy
catching up with them. In
this case, Jim and the other
officers thought a trip to the
Big Apple would be a treat
for out-of-towners. New
York has much to offer:
Broadway plays, fine
museums and other cultural
attractions, nice restaurants.
Jim got to work and did the
groundwork planning.

Anne Lowenthal ’58, our tour guide at
the Metropolitan Museum of Art

What Broadway show should we see? I suggested the newly opened
“Hamilton.” It didn’t take long before the play’s popularity drove prices
through the roof. Jim and Donna had seen the show “Beautiful” and loved it;
(Continued on page 24)
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By Pat Patricelli ’58

The 1999 World Series between the Yankees and the Braves, and consequently the baseball season, ended
approximately six weeks after Mother died. That’s when I discovered I had a new role.
My only sibling, James, was four years older than I. He still lived in the family home in Fall River. I had been
speaking to him by phone two or three times a day, and he would say things like “It’s awfully quiet here.” Since
Mother’s death, I began visiting him every weekend or had him come up to visit me in Boston, but I could sense he
was depressed. I finally talked him into going to a therapist, and eventually he pulled out of the depression.
Then I decided to make it my life’s work to introduce my brother
to my world—a world filled with adventure and excitement, one
that he had been missing out on all these years. We started to
travel.
Except for a three-year stint with the Marines, when he was based
at Fort Campbell, Clarksville, Tennessee, and played on the
baseball team there, my brother had never left Fall River. In
contrast, I couldn’t wait to get out and did so right after
graduation from Brown. Even though Boston is only 50 miles
from Fall River, as far as my family was concerned I might just as
well have been moving to the moon.
My brother, known to the family as Sonny, moved back in with
our parents to his old room after he came home from the Marines.
He got a job with the Fall River Police Department and was with
them for 26 years. He never married. Our father died in 1968, and
Sonny took care our mother until she died.
After retirement, Sonny’s life settled into a routine: up early and to
the local coffee shop where he would meet up with two childhood
buddies, pick up his papers, spend the morning reading, and then
take Mother out to lunch. After she died, he went to lunch alone,
but he was well known in the restaurant. He was well liked and
from his high school years on he always had worlds of friends.
The siblings, ages 6 and 10. Pat is faking it, but
Sonny already loved the game.

For the six weeks before Mother died, he had spent every day, all
day, in her hospital room. I would arrive from Boston after work
to relieve him. When I suggested that he really didn’t need to put
in all those hours he responded, “What else do I have to do?”

He was right about that, of course. He had developed no hobbies or interests except for baseball, specifically the
Boston Red Sox. He had played on his high school team, batting .500, and knew more about baseball and players
and the history of the game than anyone I knew. I, on the other hand, had zero tolerance for sports, especially
sports figures, preferring to spend my leisure time attending the ballet, symphony, and any and all theatre.
Although I remained close to my family and went home to visit often, on those visits I had had little or no
communication with my brother, this brother whose life I was about to change.
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My life in Boston, except for a few bumps and bruises along the way, turned
I had
hoped for—wonderful friends, my own apartment, and, thanks to two great jobs, fabulous travel to places I had
once only dreamed about. But best of all, I was enjoying ever-expanding horizons. My brother’s horizons on the
other hand had gotten narrower and narrower. Thanks to the international hotel company I worked for, on many of
my overseas trips I traveled first class. Sonny had never been on a plane.
Clearly I had my work cut out for me—it was time to make a plan.
The Marines had promised him a Mediterranean cruise as part of
his tour of duty. They failed to deliver on that promise. That
seemed like a good place to start. Before the big trip we made a test
flight to Washington, DC. He thought flying was just great and
soon we were on our way to Rome where we boarded a ship that
took us to Greece and Turkey. Suddenly he was seeing the wonders
of the world.
I then remembered he had a passionate interest in World War II,
whose great battles were fought during his childhood. He would
read books on the subject and watch Victory at Sea over and over
on Sunday afternoons. After a little research I found a travel agency
specializing in World War II tours and off we went. Starting in the
Netherlands, this historic trip took us through eight countries
ending on the beaches of Normandy and finally Paris. My brother
amazed me with his knowledge of the subject. It was one of the
best trips I have ever taken.
In between these major trips were some weekend jaunts to New
York to see a Broadway show and to Boston for a Pops concert.

James “Sonny” Patricelli when he played
baseball in the Marines.

As we spent more time together I thought it would be nice for him
if we watched a few baseball games together—kind of a bonding thing. Then I suggested a trip to Florida for spring
training. That led to three Florida trips, which led to a trip to Cooperstown and the Baseball Hall of Fame, which
lead to a four-city tour of major league ballparks. By now we were going to three games a year at Fenway.
I don’t know exactly when I became addicted to baseball, specifically the Boston Red Sox, but I think it was
sometime between spring training and “falling in love” with Pedro Martinez, the Red Sox ace. Since that time, with
a few rare exceptions, I never missed a game, whether on radio, my computer at work, or television. Sometimes I
watch the Sox on TV and follow the Yankees (the arch-enemy) on computer. I have jeopardized friendships by
showing up late for dinner parties on game day; turning down dates; displaying behavior bordering on rude as I
check for scores; or cut off phone conversations. In the spring, as the Arts scene in Boston winds down I look
forward to the baseball season heating up, and reach for the sports section of the Globe before anything else
including the Arts page. Sports radio is part of my life.
In 2004, for the first time in 86 years, the Red Sox won the World Series…the whole enchilada! I know it’s because
my eyes were on them, and no one could convince me otherwise—not even my brother. I’m glad he could share the
miracle before he died in 2011.
I took my brother to see the outside world, and he took me inside the world of baseball. Now I cheer for the two of
us.
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by Peter Howard ’58

Introduction
I hope, in this piece, to explain the pleasure I found in helping to design the Navy’s Fleet Ballistic Missile system
(FBM) and to explain why this pleasure was only somewhat dampened by the catastrophic effect this system would
have on the world should it ever be used. I also will try to show how my education at Brown helped me do this
work.
Background
I had always wanted to be an engineer. I spent hours building erector set devices based on the drawings provided
with the parts. Later I built many model planes, some for display, some gliders, some planes powered with woundup rubber bands and some powered by miniature one-cylinder gasoline engines. Along the way, I constructed and
raced a soapbox derby car. This introduced me to steering linkage, a foot pedal-operated drag brake and the
potential of quality ball bearings.
Bicycle maintenance taught proper inflation and patching of rubber tires and tubes. It also provided an introduction
to maintenance of drive chains. Through model building I gained an appreciation for plans, especially side views,
end views and top views. When I encountered mechanical drawing and descriptive geometry in high school, I easily
grasped the utility of this fussy set of skills, despite my limited ability. Likewise algebra, plane and solid geometry,
and trigonometry provided interesting puzzles.
Brown engineering courses were both intriguing and challenging. Fortunately, these courses touched on many
different topics from statics and dynamics to electricity and magnetism to strength of materials to optics to thermal
dynamics. This broad curriculum provided a basic understanding that I was able to draw on throughout my career.
The Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps (NROTC) program supplemented the rather abstract engineering
instruction with both descriptions of how large caliber guns were loaded, aimed and fired, and later, on summer
midshipman cruises, hands-on experience with this equipment. Similarly, we learned and practiced celestial
navigation. This included the basics of astronomy, very useful in understanding inertial guidance [1].
NROTC also offered a formal study of leadership. Though the techniques seemed obvious at the time, I later
appreciated the explicit exploration of, for example, “praising in public but criticizing in private.”
I was commissioned in June 1959 [2] and volunteered for a new Navy development program, FBM, which wanted
young engineers. The Navy sent me to the Lockheed Missile and Space Company (LMSC) in Sunnyvale, California.
There I joined a class of experienced lieutenants and senior enlisted men to learn about the Polaris [3] missile. Most
of the students would form the first crews for the submarines that would launch the Polaris. A few of us would
staff the assembly facility that was being built at the Naval Ammunition Depot (NAD) north of Charleston, SC. I
spent six months training and a little less than three years in various jobs at NAD. After I completed my
commitment to the Navy, I earned a master’s at MIT in aeronautics and astronautics while working as a research
assistant at the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory (the Lab) [4] testing accelerometers [5]. After graduation I
continued working on the FBM guidance program at the Lab. After a few years I became leader of the analysis and
software group, a position I held for some 30 years through the development of three and deployment of two FBM
guidance designs.
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Unlike most large military programs, FBM does not have a prime contractor. What the Navy did instead was to set
up an innovative organization that was responsible for the stable and well funded program that allowed us engineers
to enjoy and produce. This program was run by an office headed by an admiral with a small executive staff. The
office has several branches. Each branch was headed by a captain (O6, equivalent to a colonel in the Army or Air
Force) who was supported by a senior civil servant. Our branch had two sub-branches—one for guidance [6] and
one for fire control [7]. A lieutenant headed the guidance sub-branch with a senior civil servant and a staff of a half
dozen civil servant engineers. Each branch worked with its own group of contractors. The FBM office set schedules
and budgets. The branches arranged contracts and monitored the work.
For years the admiral would hold a weekly conference attended by a representative from each branch and
contractor. This conference would hear progress reports and discuss problems. The branches were motivated to
resolve conflicts between contractors ahead of the weekly conference. Everyone got a sense of what was going on.
Realistic schedules were set and met.
The first submarine went to sea in 1960. Updated versions of these boats are still on patrol. This organization is, I
think, more relaxed now that development is over and the emphasis is on maintenance and piecemeal replacement.
The Joy of FBM Engineering
For me, the FBM guidance program was exciting because so much was new and some was original. The goal of the
program was to design, build and deploy a rocket that would be launched from a submerged submarine. It would fly
almost straight up through the atmosphere (the boost phase), until
it had enough speed in the right direction. At this time, the reentry
body carrying a nuclear warhead would be released and would fall
freely to the intended target, several thousand miles away. The free
fall path would initially be upwards and then bend over and back
down through the atmosphere, see Figure 1. Thus during most of
its trajectory, the reentry body moves only under the force of
gravity, i.e. ballistically.
Later versions of the FBM carry several reentry bodies that are
released sequentially to free fall to separate targets as in Figure 1.
Later versions also take a star sighting when the missile is above the
atmosphere to correct for some errors accumulated from launch
through boost.
To carry out this mission with sufficient accuracy the rocket, or
missile as the Navy calls it, needs to be able to know its location
and speed.

Figure 1

Short-range missiles can see the target and simply fly to it. Others are directed to the target by radar and radio from
the ground. This is impractical for FBM ranges and an underwater launch. Instead the missile carries a guidance
system.
The FBM guidance system’s job is to keep track of the missile’s position and speed and then direct the missile to
deployment of the reentry body—which during armed conflict would be a warhead. To do this, the guidance system
has sensitive inertial instruments that measure the forces that push the missile. These forces include the initial push
out of the submarine, the missile’s own rocket motors, and the lift and drag of the air. These instruments include
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three accelerometers that measure the push in three directions such as up,
order to
remember where those directions are as the missile maneuvers, the guidance system has three gyroscopes. (See
Figure 2.)
This is a concept diagram of a two-axis gyroscope
(gyro). The heavy rotor is spinning. It wants to keep its
axis pointing in the same direction. The base can move
about the outer axis or the inner axis without affecting
the rotor. This motion is what the gyro measures.
The instruments are mounted on a stable (stabilized)
platform that is isolated from the missile’s rotation by a
set of gimbals. Motors on the gimbal axes use the
signals from the gyros to counteract the rotational
motion of the missile. The acceleration of the missile is
integrated in the on-board guidance computer to
calculate the velocity of the missile and, using a model
of gravity, the position of the missile.
The final instrument, a feature of the latest systems, is a
star-sensing telescope. It is carried on the stable
platform. The accelerometers must be accurate to parts
per million. The gyros must not drift from their initial
orientation more than a few hundredths of a degree per
hour. The telescope can see out only at a particular
Figure 2
missile orientation and must make a star sighting in a
few seconds of time to an accuracy of better than a few seconds of arc. (An arc second is 1/3600 of a degree).
This elaborate electro-mechanical system provides nearly endless possibilities for invention and refinement. The
gimbals, for example, are a set of concentric shells that conduct heat generated by the instruments from the stable
platform to the case of the guidance systems regardless of the orientation of the missile so that the temperature of
the instruments is constant.
Each accelerometer has a mass that floats in a special dense fluid. It is held in the middle of its case by an
electromagnet. The current required to keep the mass in place is a measure of acceleration. To ensure accuracy of
the instruments not only must their temperature be held constant, but their parts must be carefully machined; they
must remain stable for years; and they must be calibrated.
The calibration process is done after the system is assembled and loaded into the missile. The stable platform is put
into a series of positions while the force holding the system, gravity, is measured. Differences between the indicated
and known gravity are fitted to an elaborate mathematical model to develop a set of error coefficients. The onboard computer uses these numbers to correct the inflight acceleration measurement for instrument errors. As long
as the coefficients are stable, it is far better to compensate in a digital computer than to apply physical
compensation.
The guidance system platform must be aligned and the computer initialized in the submarine before launch.
Compared to a silo-launched missile, this is a difficult process. The submarine’s fire control accomplishes this using
submarine position, speed and heading information supplied by the sub’s inertial navigation system (SINS). This
information must be very accurate. SINS was designed and produced by Sperry Gyroscope. It is also an inertial
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Most of the FBM guidance system details were developed at the Lab. Several prototype systems were developed and
tested in the late 1940s and into the 1950s. Some went into limited production. The FBM program was one of the
first [8] to develop, manufacture, and deploy substantial numbers of missile inertial guidance system. By the time I
joined the team at MIT/IL, the second generation was in production.
I was involved in the third generation that used smaller instruments and a programmable digital computer with a
few thousand words of read/write memory and somewhat less read-only memory. I was part of the team of about a
dozen people that developed the algorithms and programs for that computer.
I enjoyed all aspects of that work. The algorithms required knowledge of orbital mechanics, missile dynamics,
inertial instrument modeling, gimbal geometry and missile operation. I helped design and build a computer model to
test the flight software. This included a model of the flight computer to execute the actual code, a model of the
instruments to test compensation and a model of the missile to provide realistic responses to guidance commands.
Eventually I was asked to lead this team. As group leader I hired, assigned and helped train other engineers. This
work built on the skills I had learned at Brown and in the Navy.
Working with the team, I continued to develop concepts. One of these concepts modified the steering commands
to the missile so that the motor would burn out [9] just as the missile achieved the required velocity. This simplified
design of the motor by eliminating the need to blow out the front of the motor to stop thrusting. I share a patent
with two other engineers from my team on this missile steering technique.
My job also required working with other design teams. I helped negotiate the communication interfaces with the
missile and the fire control system. I was involved with the integration with fire control at the Fire Control
contractor, General Electric in Pittsfield, Massachusetts. I also helped integrate the guidance system with the missile
at LMSC in California. I went to the prototype flight tests at Cape Canaveral, Florida. Much of what I learned at
Brown I was able to apply.
I worked on this program for most of my career. It was both challenging and enjoyable work.
Working on a Nuclear Weapon
The first FBM, Polaris A1, could fly less than 1,500 miles and offered accuracy only sufficient to hit a city. It carried
a single reentry body that was capable of destroying that city. The relatively short range restricted the submarine
patrol areas, making it more likely that the boats could be detected and destroyed. The Navy wanted to increase the
range to protect the boats and increase the accuracy so that military sites could be targeted. Some commentators
opposed improving the accuracy because this arguably would give the United States a first-strike capability. They
preferred to avoid being attacked with nuclear weapons by threatening to destroy the attacker's people in a second
strike.
The modern FBM weapon system, including the submarine, is able to deliver a thermonuclear weapon at
intercontinental ranges accurately enough to destroy a hardened missile underground silo and the region around it.
FBM, together with the Minuteman ground-based missiles and the strategic bombers, form the “triad,” the U.S. side
of MAD or Mutual Assured Destruction. The USSR had and Russia still has a comparable force. Some refer to this
as a balance of terror.
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For years there were loud public discussions about whether MAD was moral or
developed
that if all the nuclear weapons were used, not only would the United States and Soviet Union be destroyed, but all
higher forms of life would also be destroyed by a big freeze caused by airborne dust from nuclear explosions.
During one Brown reunion some years ago, I went to a seminar at which a young professor made a case against the
triad. In the question period, I suggested that MAD had prevented a world war and use of nuclear weapons. He
ridiculed this idea, saying that just because it hadn’t happened didn’t mean it wouldn’t happen. The audience said
nothing.
I had a somewhat similar experience in our Arlington, Massachusetts, Town Meeting in the 1980s. The meeting was
discussing a resolution opposing nuclear weapons. Another Town Meeting member, an Army reservist often in
uniform, spoke at length about how important such weapons were to our security. He seemed to know little about
the weapons themselves. I emphasized that the weapons, if used, would almost surely work. Their existence posed a
serious threat to our security. I think the resolution passed but not by much.
All of this made some of us, including me, doubt the value of what we were doing. Some others, including a few on
our engineering team who had first- or second-hand experience with communist governments, had no qualms
about targeting the USSR. The rest seemed unaware of such concerns.
The FBM program, perhaps unconsciously, almost always stated the objective was to minimize the CEP (circular
error probable) [10]. The actual objective is to destroy a target using a thermonuclear warhead. The measure of this
objective is PK (probability of kill) [11]. For a given kind of target and warhead, PK is a simple function of CEP.
Avoiding use of the term “PK” desensitized us to the objective of our work. Similarly, the warhead was always
called the reentry body. Flight tests never included a live warhead. Instead the test reentry body carried a telemetry
transmitter to provide a detailed record of missile and guidance operation. The test reentry body had the same
shape, weight and weight distribution as the operational warhead. Again use of a term, in this case “reentry body,”
insulated us from the true objective of the design.
Contractors supplying parts and facilities to FBM are spread across the country. For example, the late Congressman
Mendel Rivers of South Carolina was responsible for locating the first FBM missile assembly and submarine loading
facility at the Naval Ammunition Depot near Goose Creek, a small community 40 miles north of Charleston, South
Carolina, on the Cooper River. In addition to constructing assembly buildings, housing and roads, the river had to
be dredged to allow the submarines to reach the base. Repeating this kind of development (even if less extensive) in
many congressional districts, together with excellent FBM program management, assured support for FBM in
Congress. This was true even when more traditional Navy communities such as the surface fleet and Naval aviation
opposed the program because of the competition for funds.
If Congress thought FBM was a good thing, why should we engineers worry?
Most of our leaders avoid discussing nuclear weapons. The weapons seem now to be an accepted part of our
defenses. Efforts to negotiate mutual reductions with Russia get limited news coverage. As a result, the nuclear nonproliferation treaty is very difficult to enforce. A country like Iran says, “If you have nuclear weapons, why can’t
we?”
To summarize, I was happy to work on this weapon system because it was a fascinating technical challenge and
because I hoped I could contribute to making it the best possible system. It helped that critics did not get much
traction. But I always believed that the world would be better without these weapons. I cheered for the successful
negotiations to withdraw tactical nuclear weapons and the reduction of deployed strategic nuclear weapons like
FBM. The world still has a long way to go to be free of these risky things.
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Nevertheless, when I was able to retire from the Lab after 39 years with a good
I did,
however, help train several good replacements before leaving. Although I am proud of the engineering work we did,
I am glad to be separated from the military-industrial environment.
Notes
[1] Inertial guidance is a technique for on-board direction of a vehicle based on
measurements made by sensing the forces exerted on the vehicle.
[2] NROTC engineers required an extra year since NROTC courses did not satisfy
graduation requirements.
[3] The first FBM missile was called Polaris. Later, more capable versions were Poseidon,
Trident I, Trident II.
[4] The MIT Instrumentation Laboratory was divested from MIT in the 1970s. It was then
set up as a not-for-profit corporation called Charles Stark Draper Laboratory.
[5] An accelerometer is an instrument designed to measure acceleration, the rate of change
of speed.
[6] For FBM, Guidance refers to the self-contained missile equipment that steers the
missile to the target.
[7] For FBM, Fire Control refers to submarine equipment that prepares Guidance to be
launched. This is a traditional term inherited from gunfire control systems.
[8] The Air Force Minuteman inertial guidance system and the NASA Apollo spacecraft
inertial guidance system were developed about the same time.
[9] The missile motors (engines) are solid propellant that burns to generate exhaust gas
that is forced out the nozzle in the rear to generate thrust, something like a Fourth of July
rocket. Once ignited, the combustion cannot be stopped. The thrust, however, can be
neutralized by opening a door in the front.
[10] CEP (circular error probable) is the circle within which half the reentry bodies are
likely to fall. It is computed by combining all the error-producing elements of the FBM.
[11] PK (probability of kill) is the probability that a given kind of target will be destroyed
by a particular kind of warhead delivered by a particular kind of missile.

Pete Howard.

Who Was She?
A Classmate Recalls an Illustrious Aunt Who Left Her Mark on Pembroke
by Betsy Morriss Campbell ’58

I was on the Pembroke campus celebrating my 50th reunion at Brown when I slipped away from the party on
Andrews Terrace and stepped into the Crystal Room of Alumnae Hall. In the long ago days of “gracious living,”
this room was a setting for teas and reception, a place where students gathered under the crystal chandelier and the
watchful eyes of former deans whose portraits lined the walls. On that night, the elegant room had become a staging
area for caterers and photographers, its floor festooned with cables and wires. As I stood looking up at one of the
portraits, a student waitress glanced up and asked, “Who is she?”
“That’s Margaret Morriss,” I said. “She was Dean of Pembroke College.” I could also have said, “That’s my Aunt
Peg.”
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Margaret S. Morriss, my father’s older sister, was born in Baltimore in 1884 and
1975. She
accepted President Faunce’s offer to lead what was then called The Women’s College at Brown in 1923 and was
Dean of Pembroke College until she retired in 1950.
During her years at Pembroke she earned a reputation for being a
relentless supporter of women’s rights to educational opportunities
equal to those of men. Her determination to move her ideas
forward earned her the nickname “Peggy Push,” a play on her
middle name, which was Shove. She had an outstanding career in
higher education and was the recipient of numerous honorary
degrees and a member of many boards and committees. She
became known nationally and internationally as the president of the
American Association of University Women. She served on The
American Council of Education and as a consultant to the
Secretary of War under Franklin Roosevelt. But to me she was just
Aunt Peg.
Her visits to our home in Wallingford, Connecticut, always changed
the atmosphere. She had an assertive way of expressing herself and
stating her opinions that contrasted with my father’s quiet manner
and my mother’s natural reserve. When Peg visited, there were
drinks before dinner. She and my parents stayed much later than
usual at the dinner table, the smoke from their cigarettes drifting
about their heads as she expounded on her idea or argued politics
with my father. She was an ardent supporter of FDR, but her
brother voted Republican. Despite her commanding presence, Peg
had a softer side. She was devoted to her parents and took them
into her home when they were too old to manage on their own.

© Bachrach

Pembroke Dean Margaret S. Morriss

She was close to her brothers and was fond of my sister and me, whom she called her “cunning little nieces.” She
brought us pretty presents from her travels—mittens from Norway, embroidered caps from Holland—but she
didn’t know how to talk or play with little girls. I think she was eager for us to grow up.
Peg lived in a tall Victorian house at 189 Bowen Street in Providence. The downstairs rooms were dark and formal,
but she had a sunny sitting room at the end of the upstairs hall where, on her broad desk, she kept a collection of
small ivory elephants. At the age of five or six, I viewed my illustrious aunt with remote awe, and found the house
with its large dark furnishings intimidating, but those elephants fit perfectly into my small hands. I longed to play
with them but was told quite sternly that they were not toys. Years later, the house on Bowen Street was taken
down to make room for Andrews Hall, and even later, as a sophomore at Pembroke, I lived on West Andrews
mezzanine right over the place where some of my earliest childhood memories were made.
When I was almost 13 I was sent to spend a spring weekend with Aunt Peg in Mystic, Connecticut, where she had
moved after retirement. She took me out for lunch with two of her friends—women who seemed ancient beyond
belief as they heaved their stiff bodies into the car. I wasn’t very good company that weekend. I was deep into a
battered copy of Gone With The Wind, and I could barely tear myself away from Scarlett and Rhett long enough
to keep company with my elderly maiden aunt and her friends. Thrilled by Margaret Mitchell’s tale of love and
romance, I cared very little for Margaret Morriss’s ideas or opinions. In retrospect I must give her credit. And Peg
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By the time I entered Pembroke, Peg had returned to Providence. She lived in an apartment a few blocks down
Prospect Street from my freshman house. Being the niece of a woman who had such a distinguished connection
with the university had its drawbacks. I was a shy girl who chose to sit unnoticed in the back of the room. When a
professor gave me a special welcome as Dean Morriss’s niece, I was even more eager to slip into the shadows.
However, when Aunt Peg invited me and some friends to her apartment for Sunday night supper, we were glad to
accept. We knew that the menu at Andrews on Sunday night
consisted of leftovers from the past week. Peg was never much
interested in domestic skills, but she could make a chicken casserole
with canned mushroom soup, and we were as happy to gobble it up
as we were to sit on her comfortable sofa and drink sherry out of
dainty little wine glasses. We enjoyed a respite from dormitory life,
and she was glad to have our company, for she had, after all, spent
much of her life among young college women. She loved to talk
about history and politics, and was firm in her positions, but she
was interested in what we said and was entertained by our stories.
My friends viewed her with a mixture of gentle amusement and
respect, and I began to appreciate her wisdom and her humor. She
seemed to have changed, or maybe I was growing up.

Pembroke Hall was the first permanent building
of the Women’s College of Brown University,
initially housing students and then used for
academics.

In March of 1956, there was a major snowstorm in Providence. Peg
was hospitalized, having had surgery for colon cancer. The city was
paralyzed under two feet of snow, and I couldn’t get to Rhode
Island Hospital until the buses started running again. When I did
get to see her, I was shocked at how small she looked in her
hospital bed. With no teeth in her mouth, and white hair unkempt,
she didn’t look like anyone I knew. Peg made a full recovery, but I
had seen her vulnerability, and I no longer felt the urge to cringe if
she popped up in my college world.

One day friends told me of a traffic jam on Waterman Street. An
elderly white-haired lady who looked like Aunt Peg, driving an old
green Chevy that looked like hers, was blocking cars in both directions while she had an animated conversation with
a driver going the opposite way. I could only shrug and be glad I hadn’t been there when the police told her to
move along.
In the years after Pembroke while I was busy with graduate school, marriage and babies, Aunt Peg became more
frail. When she could no longer drive or get her own meals, she gave up her apartment and moved into two rooms
at the Minden Hotel on Waterman Street. Her body was failing, but her mind stayed sharp. She read the newspaper
every day, did the crossword puzzles and read her favorite Agatha Christie mysteries.
She never forgot a birthday or a thank-you note. When I took my small children to visit, she was delighted and
always managed to provide them with treats. When her physical condition worsened and it was clear that she had to
leave The Minden, she was determined to go to a certain nursing home on the east side of the city where she felt
she belonged. There was no room available at that time, and she had to go elsewhere, but she assured me that move
was temporary. A room would open up and she would go where she wanted to be.
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Nine years have passed since I stood by her portrait in the crystal room and
and I am still
thinking about how to answer. I think she would like me to put her long life into historical perspective. Born during
the reign of Queen Victoria, she saw 17 American presidents and two presidential assassinations. She lived through
two world wars, the Spanish American War, Korea and Vietnam. During her lifetime she saw the struggle for
women’s right to vote, prohibition, the threat of nuclear disaster, a moon landing and the rise of the civil rights and
feminist movements. The world changed many times during Peg’s life, and in her own way she helped push some
changes along.
As a young adult, she showed the determination and self confidence that persisted throughout her career. She chose
to pursue a Ph.D. in history at Bryn Mawr when not many women were seeking advanced degrees. She was one of
five women granted a doctorate from Bryn Mawr in 1911 when that institution itself was only 23 years old.
Following her graduation, she went abroad to spend a year at the London School of Economics. She returned to
teach history at Mount Holyoke, but the First World War interrupted her teaching career. I think of this year and a
half in her life as her “Masterpiece Theater interlude.” She went to France with the American Red Cross to organize
suitable places for Army nurses and female members of the Signal Corps to spend off-duty hours. There were no
such facilities for women serving overseas, so my elegant intellectual aunt went to work finding locations and
making them suitable. She took charge of everything, even choosing the curtains. She had found the purpose that
drove her career—offering women a place of their own, equal facilities, in a man’s world.
She arrived at Brown in 1923 when there were only 350 girls enrolled and most of them were local women. During
her administration, enrollment increased to 880, with students coming from thirty states and five foreign countries.
She oversaw the construction of Alumnae Hall and the new Andrews dormitory, which was considered the last
word in dormitory elegance for its time. Peg believed that the Pembroke College she helped to build offered the
best of both worlds to its students: the cohesion and intimacy of a small women’s college and the broad educational
opportunities of a fine university.
Sadly, as an old woman living alone in the Minden, she saw the institution she had built swallowed up by Brown, its
name and identity forsaken in the rush for gender equality. I know she was disappointed, but she had lived a long
life with the perspective of a historian. She knew that times are always changing.
My sister and I were Peg’s only heirs. She never married, and as far as we know, she had no romantic relationships
with men. We know she had close friendships with women as did so many academic women of her generation who
lived in women’s colleges. Among the letters she left behind are notes from friends expressing their affection in the
flowery language of a bygone era that sounds overly sentimental today. From these we learn that my aunt had many
friends who saw her as wise, kind, gracious and beautiful.
I sift through a collection of old photographs still seeking a satisfying answer to the question of who she was. One
picture tells me that she was a beautiful little girl with long curls. Another shows a young woman in a pretty dress
laughing with a group of friends on the steps of a Mount Holyoke dormitory. The formal portrait in the crystal
room presents her as serene and sedate. I remember a white-haired old lady with a pointed chin and a prominent
nose, a woman who loved reading mysteries, who enjoyed a “little toot” of whiskey before dinner, who wore pretty
jewelry, whose fingers were slim and tapered even as she aged, a woman who loved her family and her friends, who
had the drive and determination to do work she believed in and who never failed to offer an opinion right up to the
end.
Within a few weeks of her placement in a nursing home, Aunt Peg was able to move to the facility she had always
insisted on. When I visited her there, the director assured me that there would soon be a nicer room for Dean
Morriss, a room with a view of the garden. Peg was in bed, glad to see me, but she made no effort to sit up. I told
her about the possibility of a better room. She said that was nice, but she wouldn’t need it. “I won’t be here long,”
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she announced, as positive as ever, and then she offered her final piece of
your chips
around 80. You don’t want to outlive all your friends.” She died a few days later… in the place she had chosen. She
was 90 years old.
Editors' note: Betsy Morriss Campbell recently returned with her husband, Sandy, from an 11-day vacation in Cuba just in time to put
the finishing touches on this memoir about her illustrious aunt.

How the 2014 Mini-Reunion May Have Brought Back My Brain
by Jim Furlong ’58

By this stage of life, most of us can tell personal medical war stories—some minor, some horrendous. Much of the time, we may prefer to
talk about other things. But I’d like to recount one of mine, not because it earned me any medical medals, but because it might possibly
help a classmate down the line.
***
It began on Sunday, September 21, 2014. On that warm and sunny morning, I laid out my breakfast—muffin,
coffee, juice and milk—on the back porch table. Then an unusual urge struck me to have a pre-breakfast look at The
New York Times online. I went upstairs with coffee and turned on my computer. Hardly had I started reading than I
realized something was seriously wrong. I could see words on the screen, but I couldn’t understand them. The
dreaded term “stroke” leapt to mind.
I quickly checked and found that I could smile, walk, raise my hands and (apparently) speak. The difficulty was in
reading. I decided to wake my wife, Bunny. She was skeptical for a few minutes as she questioned me about current
events and I responded satisfactorily. But I ran into trouble saying “Metropolitan Museum.” Maybe I wasn’t
speaking as well as I thought. She switched her line of questioning and asked me to recite “Hickory, Dickory
Dock,” the nursery rhyme.
I couldn’t even get to the clock striking one. It was time for action.
We walked quickly to the car to get to the nearest medical center. On the way out, I took one or two aspirin, which
are said to be good in the event of brain blockages, the most common kind of stroke, though bad for bleeds, which
are less common. I played the odds in the absence of information. I started to enter the driver’s side, then yielded to
Bunny. We were both aware that anything could happen to me in the next few minutes.
At the medical center in Groton, Connecticut, there was no time to wait in line. I went straight to the triage nurse
and told her, loud and clear, “I think I’m having a stroke.” She asked no questions but immediately summoned an
orderly and wheelchair. I was wheeled into the emergency room within what seemed like one minute. A port was
installed near one wrist. I was given a CT scan without delay.
The scan showed a hemorrhage in the brain’s left temporal lobe, a center of speech and language recognition.
Maybe I shouldn’t have taken the pills. Bunny was horrified by the size of the blot that appeared on the scan—I was
spared this—and was comforted only slightly when she learned she was looking at blood, rather than a hole.
Moments after the scan, I had a seizure and blackout. The seizure was stopped by anti-seizure medicine pushed into
the port at my wrist.
I was strapped on a gurney and taken by ambulance to Lawrence & Memorial Hospital in nearby New London. For
most of the rest of the day, as doctors and technicians performed tests, I was in and out of sleep and confusion,
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“Yeah.” It

Around dinner time, Bunny and I began a choppy conversation, with me dozing off in little cat naps. My mind had
locked on to the Brown mini-reunion, coming up the next weekend, Sept. 26–28. Would I be able to recover and
go? (Completely unrealistic, but I didn’t know it then.) To figure this out, I needed to know how many days I had
before the reunion. I started counting the days and dates with my fingers, Bunny listening.
I couldn’t come close to doing it right. The simple series kept breaking up. I’d say, “Sunday, the 21st, Tuesday the
22nd.” Or Sunday, the 21st, Monday, the 23rd.” And so forth across the week and coming weekend. I was angry
with myself for being unable to do something so simple. This anger was to prove useful.
About Bunny: she usually thinks faster than I do and is not normally the most
patient of persons. She’s a former computer systems designer and computer parts
purchasing manager, and she often remarks that she could never have been a
school teacher, like one of her sisters. But in this case, her patience was limitless.
She gently corrected all my errors. Hours passed as I tried again and again without
success to get it all straight.
One of the nurses suggested after a couple of hours that I needed sleep, and
urged Bunny to go home. A half hour later, Bunny recommended that we try
again in the morning. I didn’t want to quit, and she was glad to continue as long
as I was game, particularly because she was noticing a little improvement as I
struggled. Finally, after 9 p.m., I got the whole series right—Sunday, the 21st, to
Sunday, the 28th—correctly pairing the days of the week with the dates of the
month. I did make one mistake but caught it on my own and fixed it. Then Bunny
went home and both of us slept.
Jim Furlong.
On Monday, the fog had largely lifted, to the great relief of Bunny and my two
children, Sue and Dan, who came in from Brooklyn, New York, and Belchertown,
Massachusetts. In coming days, Bunny got a prescription change from my soporific and balance-challenging antiseizure medicine and persuaded the hospital to keep me until Thursday, when I was fit to return home, instead of
being sent earlier to a recovery facility. Of course I could not make the mini-reunion.

My course at home went without incident—apart from a briefly painful but harmless unprovoked dog bite on my
first lengthy solo walk. A visiting nurse helped me for several weeks with aphasia. What’s aphasia like? One day I
couldn’t remember “airport.” A picture of planes, runways and observation towers was clear in my mind, but the
caption was missing. For some reason, I remembered the German word for airport—Flughafen. The word in my
native English lagged behind. Mixing up similar words also was a problem, for example “lobe” and “lumbar.”
I started driving again after three months, having passed a field-of-vision test, which my neurologist recommended
even though I never experienced reading difficulty after the initial incident. By and large, I have recovered, though
sometimes words that used to bubble up spontaneously must be laboriously fished out, and I have to check my
written prose more carefully for typos.
Now I arrive at what might be the crucial part of this story for classmates. Some months after the stroke, I had a
two-part revelation. First part: I recalled a PBS television series on the brain in which Charlie Rose, the co-host,
interviewed a panel of brain scientists. The scientists were led by co-host Eric Kandel, a Nobel Prize winner in the
year 2000. In at least one panel edition, participants dealt with “plasticity,” or adaptability, of the brain following
strokes and other injuries. One important point was that the ability of the brain to work around trauma normally
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this period
of maximum plasticity. (Dr. Kandel recently confirmed to me via email that I understood the panel correctly.)
The second part of the revelation was that my painful struggle to recite days and dates correctly ahead of the minireunion amounted to a form of intense rehabilitation, though I hadn’t recognized it as such at the time. My extreme
mental exercise over three hours came only eight hours after my trauma—nearly ideal timing. It may well have
accounted for my marked improvement between Sunday and Monday. It happened by accident and was not part of
any hospital plan for stroke patients.
I related my idea to my primary care physician, and he told me not long ago that he’s begun applying it to his stroke
patients. True, my overnight recovery could have had other
causes. There’s no certainty that my early and vigorous
accidental mental exercise helped. In passing on my
experience to classmates, I recall the words of the late poet
Leonard Cohen: “Forget your perfect offering. There is a
crack in everything. That’s how the light gets in.”

Dr. Eric Kandel on “The Brain Series,” presented by
Charlie Rose on PBS.

What I do know for sure is this: Fast rehab is important. My
thought processes started getting better as I struggled and
continued to improve in the days and months that followed.
I’m glad I fought, with Bunny’s help, instead of going to
sleep early on the night of the stroke. I’d do the same thing
again with the aim of achieving the fastest and best
comeback. I hope classmates never have a need for this
information, but I offer it just in case. And thanks, Class
Officers, for scheduling that mini-reunion at just the right
time for me.

An Afternoon in Moscow
by Paul Schaffer ’58

Having decided to spend part of our honeymoon (July 1960) in the Soviet Union, I paid a visit to Professor Edward
J. Brown, head of the Russian Department at Brown, for ideas on how to extend the experience I’d had with him as
one of the department’s first three Russian Studies majors, an honors program.
He was particularly interested in early Soviet literature during the period of the New Economic Policy (NEP 19171922), a modified capitalist policy intended to improve the economy in the period immediately after the Revolution.
He recommended I study the work of Ilya Ehrenburg (1891-1967). Ehrenburg had lived earlier in exile in Europe,
and most of his early works were published there by the émigré press including his most acclaimed and best known
novel, The Extraordinary Adventures of Julio Jurenito and his Disciples (1922), the subject of my thesis. Its hero was a
nihilistic character, based on the Mexican painter Diego Rivera, who satirized both the West and revolutionary
Russia. Alas, except for his memoirs, People, Years and Life (1962), little of his translated work is known among
English-speaking readers.
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I brought a copy of my thesis to give to Ehrenburg on my forthcoming trip to
to get an
introduction to the Secretary of the Writers’ Union, who arranged a meeting with him. And in 1960, when foreign
travel was viewed with suspicion in the Soviet Union, a driver and a guide were mandatory, but Betty and I managed
to ascend the stairs to Ehrenburg’s unusually large five-room apartment on Gorki street without the guide, much to
the guide’s consternation.
We were greeted warmly by Mrs. Ehrenburg, who offered us a large bowl of raspberries, a summer delicacy, as well
as typically rich Russian ice cream. We were immediately struck by the paintings on the walls by Picasso, Léger,
Chagall and others, mostly gifts to the writer from the artists—testimony to his life in Paris in the early 1920s. (A
portrait of Ehrenburg by Picasso, given to him in 1948, is reproduced on his gravestone in the Novodevichy
Cemetery). We spoke in a mixture of English and French, and I don’t remember many details of the discussion we
had about his work and my thesis, which he glanced at quickly. But I recall his answers were brief, partly because of
his acerbic nature, and partly because he was leaving for Stockholm early the next morning. I have, however, a good
recollection of his intelligence, as well as of his urbane and cultured personality.
He had been criticized for being an apologist for the Soviet regime,
but seemed to be more of a socialist intellectual whom I pictured in
heated argument with artists and writers in Parisian cafés, and who
didn’t hesitate to criticize both left and right as necessary. We were,
in fact, greeted with an attack on America, as it was barely two
months before our visit that, on May 1, 1960, Francis Gary Powers
and his U-2 spy plane had been shot down over Soviet territory.
May Day is a significant national holiday, obviously on his mind,
and he expressed his disdain for America as follows: “If you
arrested a criminal breaking in across the hall from you, and at a
later date he started up the stairs, would you not greet him with
suspicion.?”
But it turned out that we had things in common to discuss. My
business, specializing in Russian art, had been founded in 1851 in
Kiev, the town of his birth. He recalled it instantly and understood
full well, and continually railed against, the anti-Semitism that was
the reason our business moved to New York in 1941 from Paris,
where it had settled after the Revolution.
In Moscow again, on a later trip to Russia, we spent a few days with
a Moscow translator friend, a descendent of the founder of our
From Rob Hopsman’s collection of
company. She had been published in Novy Mir, the liberal literary
gravestone photos, posted on the Web.
magazine that had also published Ehrenburg’s memoirs. She was
also a member of the Writers’ Union, and had known the secretary
who had arranged our meeting. As a result, we were thrilled to be able to spend an evening at the Union.
My main memory of Ehrenburg then was that of a politically active and cynical intellectual with a love for his native
land, despite his on and off relationship with the government, and with a sophisticated knowledge of Europe and its
art. In short, Professor Brown’s suggestion led to meeting a central figure in Soviet literature, and, at the same time,
to enjoying the discovery of our parallel connections in Russia/Soviet Union.
© Paul Schaffer 2017
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Merry Memories of Living in Maxcy Hall, Freshman Year 1954
by Jerry Levine ’58

September, 1954—We were about 600 entering Brown freshmen randomly (?) assigned to various dorms around
the main and lower main campus. Was there then a Department of Student Life or a Coordinating Resident
Housing Department to carefully match up prospective roommates according to similar tastes in music, sports,
possible majors, or those with specific talents in art, classics or science? Were questionnaires pre-mailed to us
requesting this information? I think not at that time in the midcentury years of the 1950s. There were no fax
machines, computers, desk tops, laptops, cell phones, CDs, DVDs, email or even widely available methods of
electronic text communication. It was truly the dark ages of collecting data and interpersonal communication.
I was assigned a room in Maxcy Hall, at that time a freshman dorm. It was huge, unattractive, rectangular red brick
building, located below the main College Green and Sayles Hall, and abutting the Lower Green.
Our room assignment, No. 100, was supposed to
be a double, just inside of the building’s front
door. I arrived there about midday on a sunny
Saturday and to my great surprise noted that it
had only one single cot, located just below a large
front window, and a double-decked cot on the
opposite wall next to the room’s only other side
window. A note on one of the desks said that due
to more applicants deciding to attend Brown that
year than anticipated, there were about 40 more
men in our class than there was adequate living
space available. We would just have to put up
with this overcrowding until attrition reduced
class size. Space would probably open up before
the start of the second semester in January 1955.
OK, it’s a small double, tight for two, but
definitely tighter for three guys. Who, I
wondered, would my new roommates be, where in the country would they be coming from, would I like them,
would they like me? This was going to be a new shared experience in communal living with two other strangers.
Soon enough, there was a knock on the room’s door and Arnold “Chuck” Rothstein entered and said I’m from
Brighton Beach, Brooklyn, and you must be my roomie, right? Very shortly thereafter, our third roommate arrived,
introducing himself as Joel Katz from Brookline, Massachusetts. Come on now, will wonders never cease? It was so
very obvious that someone had carefully matched us all up. We were the only three Jewish football players in the
entire class. We were all over 220-pound linemen, and all about six feet tall. I’m just guessing, but perhaps the new
freshman football coach, Stan Ward—overcoming the previously mentioned technical communications limitations
of the 1950s—had some input into our room assignment.
The three of us flipped for the beds. I got the single, Joel got the top bunk and Chuck took the bottom bed. There
was a desk at the end of the single, and two desks on the opposite wall. We shared one closet to hang our clothes.
Fortunately, we jocks didn’t bring much of a wardrobe or a need much space. After all, we were guys and not coeds
in need of more closets. Still it was a very tight fit for all of us to live, study and hang out at the same time in this
room.
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Later on that evening, all dorm members met in the third floor lounge, called
proctor,
Everett Pearson, captain of the varsity football team. He asked us to introduce ourselves. Wow, what an eclectic
group, some preppies, some public schoolers, some obvious jocks, some nerdy looking guys, and some Korean War
vets—diversity in full flower.
The next day, Sunday, was more of a socializing day. On Monday we all lined up at the appropriate locations to get
our class schedules and list of required reading materials. Of course, this meant mass confusion, unfamiliar buildings
and requests for directions to the sophisticated Class of ’57 sophomore “Vigilance Committee” members—aka
VCs—who soon were to be feared. The VCs would shortly be challenging us about our knowledge of words to
Brown’s Alma Mater and football pep songs, as well as our command of facts about campus customs and legends.
They’d be insisting that we wear our freshman beanies at all times on campus.
Their friendly harassments had to be endured for about three weeks before ending with an epic capture-the-flag
contest between both undergraduate classes, in a mud-soaked pit at the center of which stood a greased flag pole
with a Brown Class of ’57 pennant fluttering at its top. Getting their flag would mean the end of wearing those
hated beanies and having to recite facts or sing Brown songs or cheers on demand. Naturally, the great Class of
’58 prevailed after a hard fought and muddy battle.
By the end of that first week almost all of us had a fair working knowledge where most everything was located. We
found our way to the Refectory, aka Mother Feeney’s house of horrors. We learned that the general campus dress
code was heavily starched khakis, button-down white or blue cotton long-sleeved shirts, wool or silk ties, Shetland
crewneck sweaters, tweed or flannel sport jackets and, last but not least, scuffed white bucks.
Cold weather brought out the Loden cloth stadium coats. We also learned to call Iavazzo’s Pizzeria on Federal Hill
for deliveries of pies and beer to our dorm, where to find that delicious greasy spoon classic, “Louie’s” on Brook
Street, or Mrs. “K’s” luncheonette on Waterman Street, opposite the Harvey Ltd. campus clothing store, as a
welcome respite from eating in “The Ratty.” Those in need of a haircut made their way to the basement of Faunce
House for an iconic crew cut by Frank the Barber and then continued on past the bookstore to check out our
mailboxes in the rotunda under the Blue Room.
The first weekend party in the Maxcy Hall lounge at the end of our first week on campus ended spectacularly. A
dorm mate quite drunk on beer and lack of parental supervision heaved the only TV set in the entire dorm out the
window and by Monday afternoon there was one bed newly available. However, our triple remained together
throughout the freshman football season. Finally, another single room became available in Maxcy and Chuck
decided to take it and move out of our cramped quarters.
Joel and I discovered that we had much in common. We were both preppies. Both of us had grown up in the
suburbs, I on Long Island and Joel in Brookline. We both were tackles on the football team (Chuck was center), had
steady girl friends at home—and bonus of all roommate bonuses—his father was the New England distributor of
Ruppert’s Knickerbocker Beer (and I confess to bending a few legal age drinking rules until my 18th birthday in
November of that year), and he also had weekend access to a Ford Fairlane convertible only an hour’s hitchhike
away in Brookline.
University rules specifically stated that no female guests were allowed above the first floor in any dorm on campus.
However, any of us whom were fortunate enough to live in these first floor rooms could entertain a coed as long as
the door to the room was blocked open by the width of a wastebasket. I carefully perused these “in loco parentis”
rules and happily discovered that no size was specifically stated; it probably was assumed that the rather largediameter wastebaskets furnished with the rooms would be used. A little research on my part found a manufacturer
of miniature six-inch wide wastebaskets who would ship me several dozen of them.
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Joel and I made a small fortune selling these baskets to first floor residents
plastic flasks
and whiskey-flavored toothpaste in scotch, bourbon and rye flavors. It really tasted like crap but we sold cartons of
them anyway to help offset the costs of our weekly pizza and beer blasts. Ah, this was what we really went to
college for, learning first-hand campus economics such as: markups, volume discounts, accounts payable and
receivable, inventory control, advance orderings, and recruiting additional friends to market and distribute our
various products as demand grew. This was definitely more valuable than my theoretical Economic 101–102 IC
courses taken in Robinson Hall.
During our second semester in Maxcy, I was hired by Harvey Ltd. as their campus representative to sell a more
upscale line of clothing to my classmates. During the spring of ‘55, I suggested to brothers Harvey and Phil Lapides
that we should hold a trunk sale of their women’s line of Corbin cashmere sweater sets, Liberty of London silk
shirts and scarves, and stylish Bermuda shorts. We considered nearby women’s colleges and selected Wheaton
College in Norton, Massachusetts, about 35 miles away in a very rural and rustic area of eastern Massachusetts.
The Wheaton Inn, located on the main street of town, and adjoining the school’s campus, was closed every Monday
to give its staff and chef a day off. But the Inn would rent its reception room for special events such as our trunk
show. I hired a coed through the Wheaton student work office, mailed out fliers and had her post signs around their
school alerting them to our upcoming sale.
The big day arrived. I met my helper, set out the display merchandise and opened the doors for business. It was a
huge success. I sold out everything in stock within three hours, took advance orders and promised to return the
following month with a greater selection and quantity of our coed clothing line.
As an additional benefit, I also gave out my name and dorm phone number for additional advance orders and of
course got many of their names in exchange. The solitary Maxcy pay phone was mounted on a wall halfway down
the main floor hallway in our dorm. It was an established courtesy for our floor mates that if the phone rang,
someone would quickly answer it and page the recipient. All the following week long, calls from the Wheaton
women asking for me virtually rang the phone off the hook and my secret contact pool of potential dates was
uncovered.
By the following month there were about five or six Maxcy dorm mates who volunteered to help me load the
merchandise in Harvey’s station wagon, wash the car, pay for the gas, do the driving and help me set up the
merchandise for my next trip to the Wheaton Inn. (Shades of Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer getting his friends to do his
chore of whitewashing that long picket fence). I kept this Wheaton “franchise” going all through my four years at
Brown and many of my friends then always had weekend dates readily available. Ah, these good and happy
memories are still fresh in my mind some 62 years after beginning my first year at Brown as a member of the Class
of ’58.

The First Rough Draft of History
Let’s Hear It for the Media!
by John Reistrup ’58

Philip Graham, the owner who put The Washington Post on its path to becoming a world-class newspaper, once
described journalism as the “first rough draft of history.” Now that the role of “the media” is under full-throated
attack, how about a reasoned defense based on that premise?
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Can we start by stipulating that “media” is a plural noun? It represents more
They range from metropolitan daily newspapers and broadcast media to obscure cable channels and websites, and
even tweets on Twitter. These media differ widely in purpose, style, intent, quality and reliability.

Lumping them together as a single entity is not only imprecise but often reflects a malicious intent to blame all for
the perceived sins of a few.
Next, can we postulate that, as it says in Ecclesiastes 1:9, “there is nothing new under the sun”? According to
Hamilton biographer Ron Chernow, media even used to beat up on the Founders—sometimes with the active
assistance of two of those great men themselves as they disputed the destiny of the new nation.
Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson each started a
newspaper in Philadelphia when it was the national capital and they
were both members of George Washington’s Cabinet. It might be
better to say “foment” rather than “start,” because they tried to
keep their support of their creations covert.
Although ostensibly colleagues as heads of the Treasury and State
Department, respectively, they grew increasingly disputatious over
both turf and ideology. Hamilton favored a strong central
government, whereas Jefferson’s dream was an agrarian society.
Hamilton espoused strong ties with Britain, while Jefferson favored
revolutionary France.
Hamilton’s faction evolved into the Federalist Party, while
Jefferson’s followers became first Republicans, then Democratic
Republicans and finally Democrats. Thus began the American twoparty system.
That development was accompanied by overt partisanship in the
media. The Cabinet rivals’ differing visions for the Republic were
reflected in the newspapers they instigated, albeit often murkily
through articles signed with pseudonyms.
Historian Chernow notes that newspapers of the 1790s “did not
feign impartiality. With the population widely dispersed, newspapers
A book about the rivalry.
were unabashedly partisan organs that supplied much of the
adhesive power binding the incipient parties together. Americans
were a literate people, and dozens of newspapers flourished. The country probably had more newspapers per capita
than any other.”
The ideals of “impartiality” and “balance” came later, and might not be all that helpful. Even if desirable, those
goals are clearly more difficult to achieve than, say, the simpler ones of accuracy and fairness.
Nor is beating up on the media all that new. Amid bad news about urban riots, government spying and a costly war
in Southeast Asia, for example, the administration of Richard Nixon chose to target the messengers bearing the
messages. Vice President Spiro Agnew called them “an effete corps of impudent snobs who characterize themselves
as intellectuals” and as “nattering nabobs of negativism.”
In 1973, though, Agnew was charged with having accepted bribes totaling more than $100,000 while holding office
as Baltimore County executive, governor of Maryland, and vice president. On condition that he resign, he was
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allowed to plead “no contest” to a single charge that he had failed to report
and he was sentenced only to three years’ probation and a $10,000 fine.
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in 1967,

Agnew was the one who turned out to be discredited, not the reporters who had been reporting on his corruption.
(The curious coincidence of a public official complaining about “the media” and then being caught with his or her
hand in the till, or somewhere else it doesn’t belong, has been played out again and again at state and local levels in
our history.)
Agnew’s disgrace was merely a blip. The Nixon
administration’s strategy of attacking the media continued
throughout the Watergate scandal, which unfolded gradually
between 1972 and 1975.
The strategy’s principal targets were The Washington Post and
two of its young reporters, Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein, who produced a succession of stories uncovering
Nixon administration officials’ roles in instigating a break-in
at Democratic Party headquarters in the Watergate office
complex in Washington, DC, and then in orchestrating a
cover-up.
Targeting the media wasn’t enough to save Nixon and his
aides, though. Their attempt to use Executive Branch powers
to hijack the U.S. government ran afoul of the other two
branches. Both the Judiciary and Congress did their jobs, and
the U.S. Constitution worked as it should.
Presiding over the trial of the Watergate burglars, U.S.
District Judge John Sirica voiced doubt that the defendants were being fully truthful. He got them to name higherups, who then faced prosecution. In 1973 Sirica ordered President Nixon to turn over his secret tapes of White
House conversations to a special prosecutor and congressional investigators. The Supreme Court upheld his ruling
in July 1974.
All this time, the House and Senate had been pursuing their own investigations, which ultimately resulted in
impeachment proceedings. Facing involuntary removal from office, Nixon resigned in August 1974.
Along the way, other members of newspaper and broadcast media came to realize Woodward and Bernstein were
onto a real story. They too began to cover it, thus increasing public pressure on Congress to act.
Nixon escaped criminal charges because his successor, Gerald Ford, exercised his presidential prerogative to grant
Nixon a pardon for any offenses he “committed or may have committed or taken part in” as president. Other
conspirators weren’t so lucky. Trials on a range of charges ended with findings of guilt for 48 officials, including
two who had held the office of U.S. attorney general, the highest in the U.S. Department of Justice.
Our Constitution had worked as intended, with the Article I and Article III branches of government providing
checks and balances that curbed the Article II branch.
Meanwhile, “the media” kept the process open to the public. They could do so because of another part of the
Constitution, the First Amendment’s protection of freedom of the press.
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Not every nation enjoys all these protections. More than fourscore years ago, a
to lead a
nation with a far older and deeper culture than ours—but a weaker constitution. He quickly got rid of rival political
parties and appointed a propaganda minister who dictated what publishers had to publish. That nation was
brainwashed into following this leader into the worst war in history, resulting in its defeat and devastation.
The Founders probably wouldn’t be surprised to learn the First Amendment has produced messy results, ranging
from memorable scoops and insights down to claptrap and outright falsehoods. They evidently figured We the
People would be up to the job of separating the wheat from the chaff.
It’s not easy, so most providers of today’s media try to help by providing editing—or in today’s jargon “curating.”
The better they do that job, the more trusted the publication, broadcast, website or Twitter feed.
Which brings us back to Philip Graham. His full quote is on page 324 of the paperback edition of Personal History,
the autobiography of Katharine Graham, his widow and successor as head of the newspaper, magazine and
broadcasting empire he put together. He was talking to his staffers at Newsweek about processing “the daily and
weekly grist of journalism.”
“Much of it, of course, is pure chaff. . . . But no one yet has been able to produce wheat without chaff. . . . So
let us today drudge on about our inescapably impossible task of providing every week a first rough draft of
history that will never be completed about a world we can never really understand.”
Graham could take the long view. Maybe we should all take a deep breath and do the same.
Reistrup worked on The Brown Daily Herald, dropped out after his sophomore year to join the Marines, returned to Brown to
graduate in 1960 with a major in history, and followed up with a career in journalism. Reminiscences from his newspaper years can be
found on the Internet at J.V. Reistrup’s Blog: https://jvreistrup.wordpress.com/category/newspapers/

Thanks to Our Contributors
The editors would like to thank classmates who have contributed so interestingly and generously to the first seven issues of the
Brown58Newsletter. Your work for the newsletter has made fine reading—humorous, biographical, informative, revealing and nostalgic.
Some “Silent Generation”!
We hope that both you and classmates who haven’t yet contributed will supply us with more material in the future.
Following is a list of classmate contributions to date. The list serves both to recognize them with gratitude and to provide readers with an
index to content.
Issue I, April 2014

Issue II, June 2014

Harry Batchelder Jr. (Military intelligence and legal
career)

Alfred Chapman (By son, Henry, about his father’s
mental illness)

Dorothy Cotten-Pemstein (Dealing with spousal loss)

Lois Hammersberg Lowry (Brown honorary doctor
of letters)

Stan and Rosemarie Dobson (African trip)
George Held (poems)
John Reistrup (Newspaper days)
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Edward Flattau (Global environmental challenges)
Judith Hillery (Art and wit)
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Jim Furlong (Niels Bohr reminiscence)
Peter Howard (I’m a Canoe)

Anne Walter Lowenthal (Travels with Wtewaal)

Lee Ann Etscovitz (My Gender Journey)

Gilbert Lugossy (Sheriff of Nottingham)

Issue III, November 2014
Sandy Taylor and classmates (September 26-28 minireunion). Classmates: Jane Bertram Miluski, Raya
McCully Goff, Peter Howard, Abbe Robinson
Young, Paul Johnson, Jill Hirst Scobie
Ulysses (Jim) James (Musical odyssey)
Kay Ulry Baker (Great Loop voyage)
Donald Lazere (Tenured Radical)
David Finkelstein (Fish on the Doorjamb)
Bruce McFadden Jr. (Story by son about Bruce Sr.’s
high school reunion)
Lois Lowry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Alfred Uhry (Essay about undergrad literary life at
Brown)
Letters: Henry Chapman (responses received to
inquiry on father), BJ Adams, Tom Moses, Jane
Bertram Miluski, Charles Martell, Bob Sanchez,
Bill Chadwick, Ed Flattau)
Issue IV, May 2015
Hays Rockwell (Life in the clergy)
Bob McLaughlin (Tribute by Jim Moody)
Doria Tenca (Bicycle Days)
Bob Murphy (Flying, law, music)
George Vandervoort (Still skiing)
George Held (Nature poetry)
Bob Barta (Computer fraud)
Letters: Pat Patricelli, Ulysses (Jim) James, Kay Ulry
Baker, Dave Labovitz, Dion Shea, Charlie (Gig)
Shumway, Dick Emmons.
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Janet Nelson Hall (A Long Love Affair with Music
and a Retirement Home)
Martin Plaut (The Refectory rebellion)
David Clough (An executive turns artist)
Jim Moody (The trial of Ruby, the black Lab)
Martin Ritter (If Memory Serves)
Donald Lazere (Book synopsis)
Letters: Lois Dean, Joe Miluski
Issue VI, June 2016
Steve Singiser (Young banker leaves NYC for
Vermont)
Ronald Offenkrantz (The shot almost seen ’round the
world)
Jill Hirst Scobie (My Rainbow Coalition of a Family)
Peter Howard (Backyard Engineering)
Edward Flattau (Green to Mean)
Letters: Ron Offenkrantz, Dick Neal, Steven Kurtz,
Kirk Smith, Brody Summerfield)
Issue VII, February 2017
Sandy McFarland Taylor (October mini-reunion)
Pat Patricelli (Pat, her brother, and baseball)
Peter Howard (A Cold War Engineer)
Betsy Morriss Campbell (On her aunt the Dean)
John Reistrup (Defense of the media)
Jerry Levine (Maxcy memories)
Jim Furlong (Accidental early stroke rehab)
Paul Schaffer (Ilya Ehrenburg in Moscow)
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Celebrating the Big Eight-O
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(Continued from Page 1)
its songbook ranged from decades in the 20th Century right up to the present and, in a way, was a soundtrack for
our recent decades. Having already gotten an idea of our attendee numbers (from canvassing classmates) Jim struck
a deal with the box-office on ticket prices. Now what else should we see or do on our NY weekend?
Museum trips are a “must-do” for out-of-towners,
but rather than send everyone out on their own,
we thought we should have at least one museum
tour together. Fortunately, my own college
roommate, Anne Walter Lowenthal, Ph.D.,
(known in Pembroke days as Rayanne Walter) is a
freelance art historian and author who is an expert
in Dutch and Flemish paintings of the 16th–17th
centuries. She generously agreed to take us on a
tour of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. At this
point, Jim had a bright idea: Why not kick off our
class weekend on a high-cultural note by
launching it with lunch at the Met followed by a
guided tour? As it turned out, we had to book one
tour guide in addition to Anne because our
numbers kept swelling.

Bob Cole ’58 and his daughter Carolyn.

So the first day of our weekend was set: lunch and
a tour at the Met, followed by our official
welcoming dinner, which we had at the Cornell Club (where Brown has privileges). The next day, we had Saturday
brunch at the Roger Smith Hotel, where most of the out-of-towners were staying. After brunch everyone went to
see the museums and other sights. One very large group went to the Frick Collection and enjoyed that unique
privately amassed gift to the City from Henry Clay Frick, housed in his own mansion and exhibiting his allEuropean art collection—with the exception of one room of four large James Whistler paintings and one Gilbert
Stuart painting of George Washington.
In the afternoon we saw “Beautiful: the Carol King Story.” Our classmates—and the entire audience—gave the
production a resounding standing “O” to the cast. At that point we all went our separate ways in small groups to
reacquaint ourselves with old friends.
Speaking of “old,” one special impetus for Jim Moody to suggest this mini-reunion was the timeliness of it all: most
of us had the experience during the calendar year of passing a landmark birthdate, the Big Eight-O. Furthermore, our
class newsletter co-editor (along with John Reistrup), Jim Furlong, pointed out that this was also the Class of ’58’s
own 58th Reunion from Brown. Clearly, the stars were aligned.
Sunday morning saw us enjoying our farewell brunch at Orsay, a cozy French bistro on the Upper East Side. This
was our official birthday party, so naturally we marked the occasion with birthday cake, a big one that featured
frosting artwork showing College Hill and the messages “Over the Hill” and “Class of ’58.” What could we do to
top that? Our classmates all stood—with hands over hearts—and sang the Alma Mater. The singing was led by the
class officers, including Co-President Jim Moody, Vice Pres Stan Dobson, Jabberwock & Class Treasurer Bob
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Wood, Co-Pres & Chattertock Sandy Taylor, Class Secretary Jill Hirst Scobie,
Chattertock & Vice Pres Jane Miluski, who deserved an Oscar in the emotional-delivery category.

our

We must make special note of Jim Moody’s closing remarks, during which he led applause for two past presidents:
Paul Johnson who, with Meg, traveled all the way from Florida to be with our class, and Jerry Levine, who is still
having difficulty walking but nonetheless came for the birthday party on Sunday.
Jim, in a special toast to those classmates we had lost during the years since our last gathering, also identified
classmates who had planned to attend but were unable to, owing to serious health concerns. Our classmate Frank
Young and his wife Carol planned to come, but unfortunately he suffered a severe stroke. He and his wife attended
nearly all of our reunions
prior to this. Dave Labovitz
and his wife, Jackie Bailey,
(our perennial reunion
photographer) had to cancel
because of his surgery. Dick
Emmons and wife, Lynne,
perennial reunion attendees,
had to stay home in Stamford
because of a health-related
complication.
Jim and I hope to see you all
in 2018, when we celebrate
our 60th Class Reunion in
Providence!
’58 is Great!

Barbara Comroe Travaskis, Jane Bertram Miluski and Roz Kennedy Johnson.

Navigation to Brown Class of 1958 Websites Is Now Easier
The official 1958 Class Website—containing an extensive gallery of pictures, useful links and news of interest to
alumni—now is easier to access. The website, associated with the Brown Alumni Association, may now be
reached directly by clicking on:
https://sites.google.com/a/brown.edu/brown-class-of-1958/
If you want to tell your friends and family how to get to this newsletter (even if they’re not classmates!), an easy
way is to Google “Brown58Newsletter”—or they can go this link:
https://brown58newsletter.wordpress.com/
You can look up classmates in the Brown Alumni Directory (login required):

https://alumni.brown.edu/Alumni/Home/login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2falumni%2fAlumniDirectory%2fdefault.aspx

You can get also in touch with many or your classmates through Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn:
http://alumni.brown.edu/community/networking/
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